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Abstract

The project that I am working on is about the epidemics and effects
of Diabetes. I am anxious to learn what factors lead to diabetes. I
have extracted data from the Center for Disease Control on Diabetes,
obesity and inactiveness. With this data I am trying to find what
contributes more to Diabetes. Is it obesity, inactiveness or both or
maybe is it other key factors like age, fast-food intake levels, and
cholesterol? It is my intent to find out. I have progressively done data
mining, multiple histograms, Q-Q plots, linear regression curves and
other key statistical methods for examining the data. I have come to
learn that the basic methods of statistics, i.e. histograms, etc., shows
that the obesity data alone is not normal. A Normal Inverse Gaussian
has been applied to the data to try to get a better fit of normality.
It is a sophisticated process but works fairly well. In addition, I have
tried a command called FindMaximum in Mathematica to compare to
the results of the NIG. This is to see if there is really any difference
between the two.

1 Introduction

I am interested in statistical techniques that manipulate data in ways to
compute predictions and other such outcomes. Particularly, linear and lo-
gistic regression and other statistical methods for health and medicine is of
such interest for this summer at CSUMS. However, as the CSUMS program
progressed I realized that there were other statistical methods that needed
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to be used and these reasons are explained in the forthcoming of this report.
I would like to examine different models in detail for instance, using logis-
tic regression to determine the probability of a patient getting Diabetes by
explanatory variables such as blood pressure, cholesterol, BMI, frequency of
fast-food consumption and age. Data has been extracted from the Center for
Disease Control on Diabetes in America [1,2]. To be precise I have data on
Diabetes per county in the United States. There are 3,143 counties to be ex-
act. My approach is to understand linear regression in depth as well as view
logistic regression as a generalized linear model. To add to this is the Normal
Inverse Gaussian method. I have looked at simple linear regression examples
and have also played with data that fit regression lines through them. Other
topics in statistical modeling for the CSUMS program that I wish to accom-
plish are estimating the parameters, a and b, from log p

1−p = a + bx, and
confidence intervals. Also to understand and examine assumptions of linear
regression such as homoscedasticity, heteroscedasticity and independence of
errors. View Logistic Regression as a generalized linear model which has the
form log p

1−p = a + bxwhere x is the explanatory variable and p is the prob-
ability of the binomial output. Also, estimating the parameters a and b in
log p

1−p = a+ bx by using maximum likelihood methods and Goodness-of-Fit

where χ2 is now applied and R2 no longer renders importance. Further along
the CSUMS program I have encountered the Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG).
It is a method used for when high kurtosis values are found in a histogram
after points have been plotted. This method is used in my research because
the data I have does not fit a normal curve. This will be later explained.

2 Linear Regression

A sample of data for people with Diabetes was taken from Center for
Disease Control website for me to use. The data was then plotted in Math-
ematica to get a linear regression line. I then take a look at the residuals,
which is the difference between the sample and the estimated function value.
Its R2 value, which indicates how well the resulting line matches the original
data points, is 0.997. This is a very good value since the points are very
close to the line. I also have come to observe that not all scatterplots from
random data or data sets from applications do not have nearly as great R2

values. If the data points are too far apart from each other, there is a good
chance the R2 value will be near 0.5 or worse, < 0.5. The closer the value is
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to 1 the better.
As shown in Figure 1, the best fit line does not fall on all the points evenly.
Its R2 value is 0.896, which is not too bad of a fit when a very good fit has
a value of 1. The vertical axis is number of people with Diabetes in the
millions. The x-axis is in years from 1980 to 1994.

Figure 1: Linear Regression of Diabetes from 1980 to 1994
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Figure 2 is a graph of the residuals. The residuals are the vertical dis-
tances from the points to the best fit line.

Figure 2: Residuals graph from 1980 to 1994

Figure 3 shows a graph of the best fit line with an R2 value of 0.997!
As mentioned earlier, any R2 value closer to 1 has a very good fitting line.
The vertical axis is the number of people with Diabetes in the millions. The
x-axis is in years from 1995 to 2010.

Figure 3: Linear Regression of Diabetes from 1995 to 2010
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Figure 4 is a graph of the residuals for the period 1995 - 2010.

Figure 4: Residuals graph from 1995 to 2010

Since there is a very good R2 value as given for the graph of Figure 1,
we (Professor Davis and I) concluded that there is a spike where people have
extracted Diabetes. There is some sort of phenomenon that has caused such
drastic increase. This increase begins in 1995. What factors have led to this?
One very logical guess would be high increase in sugar and or junk food. I
have read an article about how food is causing us to be obese. The article is
called ”How Our Food Is Making Us Fat” [4] and in it explains such event.
High Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS) was vastly manufactured to replace sugar
because sugar was more expensive to produce. ”By the mid-70s, there was a
surplus of corn. ...the mass development of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS),
or glucose-fructose syrup as it’s often referred to in the UK, a highly sweet,
gloppy syrup, ... that was also incredibly cheap. HFCS had been discovered
in the 50s, but it was only in the 70s that a process had been found to harness
it for mass production. HFCS was soon pumped into every conceivable food:
pizzas, coleslaw, meat.”[4]. ”By the mid-80s, ...obesity as an issue, were
noticing that people were getting fatter and no one could explain why. ...
but even those who exercised and ate low-fat products were gaining weight.
In 1966 the proportion of people with a BMI of over 30 (classified as obese)
was just 1.2% for men and 1.8% for women. By 1989 the figures had risen
to 10.6% for men and 14.0% for women.” So with this knowledge we decide
that maybe we can come to some sort of conclusion as to who would be the
most contributive to this Diabetes epidemic. I then constructed R2 values
for subgroups, i.e. men, women, Whites, White males, White females, Black,
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etc., out of the whole Diabetes population in America, also including Mexico,
Puerto Rico and Cuba. Below is a table I constructed with all the data for
R2 per category (to fit all graphs to this report would occupy more page
space than would be necessary). It shows that Whites contribute more to
the epidemic than any other group but the difference from one group to the
next in contribution is minimal.

Figure 5: R2 values per category from years 1995 to 2010. * indicates data
for time period between 1997-2010

3 Normal Inverse Gaussian

During the basic statistical analysis of the Obesity data we have come to
conclude that the distribution of Obesity is not normal. It is not normal due
to the fact that each of the histogram plots detect abnormal skewness and
high kurtosis values. And for a better picture the Q-Q Plots tells the same
story. It just shows that the points do not fit well on a straight line. The
first two figures (Figures 6 and 7) below show the histogram and Q-Q plot
for obesity in 2004 as well as the following two figures (Figures 8 and 9) for
obesity in 2009. To save room, I have created a table of values for each year
on Obesity for mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis (See Fig.
10). In this case we have decided to try a Normal Inverse Gaussian to see if
we can get any valuable results.
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Figure 6: Obesity Plot: 2004

Figure 7: Obesity Quantile Plot: 2004

A normal skewness should be 0 which is symmetric about the mean with
a normal distribution. Figure 6 shows the skewness of -0.369 which is OK.
It is not widely skewed. However, the kurtosis is high. A normal valued
kurtosis should linger around 3.0; consequently it is not in this case (as well
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as for the other cases: See Fig. 6 and 8) which brings me to my point. When
data generates a graph with high kurtosis a Normal Inverse Gaussian can be
applied.

Figure 8: Obesity Plot: 2009

Figure 9: Obesity Quantile Plot: 2009
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Figure 10: 2004-2009 mean, std. dev., skewness and kurtosis values

What is a kurtosis? It is a ”measure of the ’peakedness’ of the probability
distribution of a real-valued random variable.” [6]. The degree of kurtosis is

µ4
σ4

where

µ4 = average→ (x− µ)4 known as the fourth moment about the mean

σ = standard deviation

A normal distribution has a kurtosis of 3.

A Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) is a continuous probability distribu-
tion that is defined as the normal variance-mean mixture where the mixing
density is the inverse Gaussian distribution [5]. It has the equation of the
form

fNIG(x;α, β, µ, δ) = α
π
exp(δ

√
α2 − β2 − βµ)

k1(αδ
√

1+(x−µ
δ

)2)√
1+(x−µ

δ
)2

exp(βx)

where

µ = location

α = tail heaviness

β = asymmetry parameter

δ = scale parameter

γ =
√
α2 − β2
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and

mean = µ+
δβ

γ

variance =
δα2

γ3

skewness =
3β

α
√
δγ

kurtosis =
3+12β2

α2

δγ

The second set of formulas are the moment estimators.

For each of the parameters in the NIG equation, the formulas above were
set up in Mathematica to find the numerical values for each. For the year
2004 the numerical values are µ=0.253, δ=-0.005, β=-0.097, and γ=-5.01,
however there are three more roots. I have constructed a table for the four
possible roots for each year (See Figure 11). You may notice imaginary roots
are found. For the time being I have neglected those values.

Figure 11: Values per Parameter per Year: 2004-2009

Figure 12 below is just a snippet of the Mathematica code for producing
the parameter values as shown in Figure 11. m, a, b, d, and g are the symbols
chosen for the variables: m = µ, a = α, b = β, d = δ and g = γ.
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Figure 12: µ, α, β, δ, γ: Estimates for 2004

The next process that was done was to approximate the moment esti-
mates for a NIG distribution to fit the data. The values in the table of
Figure 11 were not used because we needed to find the maximum values of
the parameters. So basically we computed the log likelihood after the NIG.
The NIG function was set up in Mathematica with the formula

fNIG(x;α, β, µ, δ) = α
π
exp(δ

√
α2 − β2 − βµ)

k1(αδ
√

1+(x−µ
δ

)2)√
1+(x−µ

δ
)2

exp(βx).

as

NIG[x_, {\[Alpha]_, \[Beta]_, \[Mu]_, \[Delta]_}] := (\[Alpha]*\

\[Delta]/Pi)*Exp[\[Delta]*Sqrt[\[Alpha]^2 - \[Beta]^2]]*

BesselK[1, \[Alpha]*Sqrt[\[Delta]^2 + (x - \[Mu])^2]]/

Sqrt[\[Delta]^2 + (x - \[Mu])^2];

and the likelihood function,

L=
∏
NIG(xi, α, β, µ, δ)

as

L[{\[Alpha]_, \[Beta]_, \[Mu]_, \[Delta]_}] :=

Product[NIG[data[[i]], {\[Alpha], \[Beta], \[Mu], \[Delta]}], {i, 1,

Length[data]}]

a starting point for obtaining numerical results. Maximizing L is the
same as maximizing log, which is easier because it’s a sum not a product.
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The next thing to do was compute the moment estimates using random
optimization for a normal inverse Gaussian to fit the data. The formulas of
the estimates are mentioned above. This was done by setting up the formulas
in the program and setting up the log of the likelihood function and at the
same time iterating 10,000,000 times.

\[Gamma]0 =

3/(StandardDeviation[data]*

Sqrt[3*(Kurtosis[data] - 3) - 5*Skewness[data]^2]);

\[Beta]0 = Skewness[data]*StandardDeviation[data]*\[Gamma]0^2/3;

\[Delta]0 =

StandardDeviation[data]^2*\[Gamma]0^3/(\[Beta]0^2 + \[Gamma]0^2);

\[Mu]0 = Mean[data] - \[Beta]0*\[Delta]0/\[Gamma]0;

\[Alpha]0 = Sqrt[\[Beta]0^2 + \[Gamma]0^2];

t1 = Log[L[{\[Alpha]0, \[Beta]0, \[Mu]0, \[Delta]0}]]

n = 1;

While[n < 10000000, \[Epsilon] =

RandomVariate[UniformDistribution[{-0.2, 0.2}]];

t2 = Log[L[{\[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Beta]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Mu]0 + \

\[Epsilon], \[Delta]0 + \[Epsilon]}]];

If[t2 > t1,

Print[{t2, {\[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Beta]0 + \[Epsilon], \[Mu]0 + \

\[Epsilon], \[Delta]0 + \[Epsilon]}}];

t1 = t2; \[Alpha]0 = \[Alpha]0 + \[Epsilon]; \[Beta]0 = \[Beta]0 + \

\[Epsilon]; \[Mu]0 = \[Mu]0 + \[Epsilon]; \[Delta]0 = \[Delta]0 + \

\[Epsilon]];

n++]

Now we can execute the module to obtain the largest estimates. This
will allow us to visualize the results by plugging these into the plot function
for investigation. Sure enough, this process works well. See Figures 13 and
14. The red curve is the NIG approximation to the data using the moment
estimates, the blue curve is the NIG approximation to the data using the
maximum likelihood estimates (random optimization), and the purple curve
is the normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation from the
data. I have constructed a table from the results of the above module as can
be seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 13: NIG results for 2004

Figure 14: NIG results for 2009
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Figure 15: NIG results for 2004-2009

3.1 FindMaximum

The parameters that are built into the Normal Inverse Gaussian equation
have to be maximized so that a best fit curve can be plotted along the data
set. The data set in particular that I am discussing is the obesity data. It
shows from the earlier graphs that they are skewed and have a high kur-
tosis. The parameters α,β, µ and δ were obtained from the NIG random
optimization method as discussed earlier. Mathematica has outputted sev-
eral results that were maximum using the module. However, the number
of iterations, n, was set high at 10,000,000. I had let the process go for 15
hours and it still wasn’t complete. So the values may be large enough for the
NIG. These numbers were then plugged into the command FindMaximum
in Mathematica. These are the starting points for the command. So I did a
side by side comparison of the two results from the NIG moment estimates
and FindMaximum. The deviation isn’t by much but I would say it would be
better to use the FindMaximum command. Shown below are the side by side
comparisons of NIG and FindMaximum curves for 2004 and 2009 (Figure 16
and Figure 17), and also a table of complete comparisons of the other years
(Figure 18). A P-P plot has been graphed to show how well both data sets
fit the line with respect to each other. See Figure 19.
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Figure 16: 2004 - NIG Moment Estimates and FindMaximum

Figure 17: 2009 - NIG Moment Estimates and FindMaximum

Figure 18: FindMaximum results for 2004-2009
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Figure 19: P-P Plot for 2004 and 2009

3.2 Effect Size & Cohen’s d

What is an effect size? An effect size is a measure of the strength of the
relationship between two variables in a statistical population. Cohen’s d is
defined as

d = x1−x2
s

where

s =
√

(n1−1)s12+(n2−1)s22

n1+n2

It is the difference between two means divided by the standard deviation.
We then take a look at the degree of overlap between the obesity years of
2004 and 2009. A degree of overlap is the area under two curves, essentially.
Figure 20 below shows the two NIG pdf plots of 2004 and 2009. It is the
area in the middle that is triangular shaped. The red curve is the NIG pdf of
obesity 2004 and the blue curve is the NIG pdf of obesity 2009. The graph
on the right shows the overlay, as does Figure 21.
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Figure 20: 2004 and 2009 NIG pdf’s

Figure 21: Area under curves of 2004 and 2009 NIG pdf’s

The percent overlay is fairly simple to calculate. It is a simple integral
and it is defined below.

% overlap = area of min. of curves

=

∫ b

a

min(NIG2004(x), NIG2009(x))dx

≈ 0.4
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So, significantly there is a 60% non-overlap between 2004-2009. In all, to
put things into perspective, all six years of obesity data have been analyzed
and plotted simultaneously to show an overall display of the trending obesity
epidemic. The pdf plots are successive and suggest people are getting more
obese. The results are astounding. See Figure 22.

Figure 22: NIG pdf’s 2004-2009

Figure 23: Histogram and Smoothed Histogram 2004-2009
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4 Conclusion

In summary, data has been collected for diabetes, obesity, and inactivity
of people of the United States per county; 3,143 in all. To start off, simple
histograms were plotted to examine the mean, standard deviation, skewness,
and kurtosis, visually. These are the basics of statistics and thus were com-
puted. It was noticed that only the obesity data was not normal about the
mean and contained a high kurtosis. The normal inverse Gaussian was intro-
duced as a preliminary guess to try to fit a normal curve for the data. The
NIG consists of five parameters and each need to be solved numerically using
moment estimates. Once these values were obtained they were plugged into
the NIG formula and thus were plotted against the histogram. They indeed
fit well-but not well enough. It was strived to get an even better fit. In
order to obtain this the numerical values from the moment estimates were
put into a random optimization module. These values were then placed in
the FindMaximum command in Mathematica and later plotted against the
corresponding histogram. The new values achieved a better fit for the data.
For further evaluation of the obesity data, a degree of overlap was computed
between 2004 and 2009 for obesity. Finally, an overlay of NIG pdf’s for all
six years were plotted for an overall picture. Alongside the pdf’s all six years
were plotted as two types of histograms; one being normal form and the other
as a smoothed histogram.

5 Future Goals

As time progresses, I would like to examine these results deeper by trying
to add current years to the picture. It is neat to see, graphically, how trends
happen and where they might lead. I would also like to try to find the chi
squared value for the data because I didn’t have time to evaluate it.
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